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I-House: A Study on Residence Halls Uniquely Designed for Housing
International Students
Niusha Arndt, Associate AIA, niusha.arndt@perkinswill.com

Abstract
With the increasing number of international students in academic institutions, there is a new emphasis for academic
facilities to accommodate this population’s needs. Many international students face cultural, financial, social and
academic challenges. It takes time to adjust to a new environment, navigate a new city, and find a home. Loneliness,
disorientation and detachment are common. While many academic institutions struggle to provide the right facilities
and programs, the “International Houses” have been thriving and providing meaningful experiences with high
retention and academic success outcomes. What are the architectural, spatial relationships, cultural and residential
life programs offered at “International Houses” that make them a successful model? Can the model be replicated
in academic institutions looking to improve their program offerings and enhance the experience of international
students? To answer these questions, a series of “International Houses” and Residence Halls within academic
institutions were toured; Residential Life administrators were interviewed; and conference housing sessions were
attended - all supported by firsthand experience designing student housing. The study dissects the organizational
framework of spaces, including critical programs and adjacencies, the importance of cultural competency, and how
to support student success across scales of communities. The study reveals that indeed the “International House”
model could be adopted by academic institutions to enhance the international student experience and increase
social, academic success and a life-time sense of community belonging.
Keywords: international student housing, scales of community, cultural competency

1.0 Introduction
The population of international students is increasing
both in the United States and globally. More than a
million (1,078,822) international students studied at
U.S. colleges and universities in 2016/17 1. The premise
of this study is that architecture plays a significant role
for improving the experience and sense of community
for international students. This requires a strong and
intentional spatial and programmatic framework, and
an institutional administrative champion to implement
and oversee the vision. In turn, academic institutions
harness the intellectual and cultural diversity the
students offer, improve the cultural awareness of
local students, and grow a loyal alumni pipeline
with a network that extends beyond the traditional
campus limits.

The research focused on the international students’
needs, and the history of International Houses (I-Houses)
—a building type that has been around since the early
1920s. The featured case studies include “International
Houses” in the U.S. and recent student housing
projects that align with some fundamental I-Houses
components. During the investigation phase, discussions
with architects and residential life professionals
were key to identify current design challenges and
opportunities. Findings in this article are the product
of two years of research. The investigation included
travel to New York, Berkeley CA and Chicago IL; where
interviews with administrative leaders were conducted.
Moreover, conferences relating to student housing were
also attended.
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This article provides a brief literature review that was
previously conducted 2 , and identifies spaces and
programs that are unique to I-Houses. Based on the
academic and professional success of students that lived
in I-Houses, the study reveals how I- Houses have set an
example on how architecture could frame the students’
life and educational quality, and how these facilities
impacted the success of residents. The study identifies
the importance of cohesive and right sized communities
for residents’ satisfaction, the unique programmatic
elements and adjacency relationships for building
successful communities, the intangible qualities for
developing a design language, and the ripple effects of
successful international student communities, including
enrollment growth and an alumni pipeline invested in
the alma mater.

Yale University, Harvard University, Northeastern
University, University of Chicago, Tulane University,
Boston University, International Student Hostel in New
York, Columbia University, and Taliesin West School of
Architecture student housing.
ǌǌ Visiting "I-Houses" in Berkeley, Chicago and New York
to learn about successful examples for coh ousing
opportunities.
ǌǌ Attending presentations at student housing
conferences: National Multi Family Housing Council
(NMHC)– student housing conference 2016 in New
Orleans, National Association of Apartments (NAA)
ǌǌ Student housing conference 2017 in Chicago,
Association of College & University Housing OfficersInternational (ACUHO-I) Conference 2017-18
Providence and Denver- MED/ED Conference 2017, ABX
Conference 2016 Boston

1.1 Research Objectives and Methods

ǌǌ Conducting focused group interviews with
international students, and one-on-one meetings
with residence life facility managers, architects, and
developers to understand their experiences and
challenges.

In order to understand the success of I-House model,
the research objective required witnessing the spatial
intricacies of student housing facilities, both in I-House
and more traditional academic institutions. The study
focused on programmatic and architectural spaces
provided in residential halls that encourage heterophily,
students’ engagement as well as characteristics of a
residential hall with diverse population.

ǌǌ Studying material published regarding the relationship
between on-campus student housing and academic
success, student challenges when transitioning to
campus life, and I-House specific literature.

Much of the data gathered is from visiting I-Houses,
understanding the model and drawing observations
of specific characteristics, such as spatial organization
and programmatic functions of the space. At times, the
analysis of this data is comparative, particularly between
the I-House model and other traditional student housing
examples that are built.

ǌǌ Documenting first-hand experience by residing at
international students’ hostels and housing facilities,
spending up to a week in each city, studying the
programs for international students.

1.2 International Students

This led to a series of research activities and methods
summarized as follows:

More than one million international students studied
in the U.S. in the academic year of 2015-16. There are
about 5.7 million students studying abroad worldwide.
With primary focus on the programmatic aspects for
international student facilities, this section summarizes
challenges that international students encounter. By
understanding these challenges, better and more
appropriate programs could be offered or created.

ǌǌ Photographing and documenting existing spaces at
I-Houses visited and Residence Halls; recording spaces
based on scale, type, and offered programs.
ǌǌ Visiting colleges and universities with significant
population of international students to study examples
of hospitality facilities and welcoming centers to
understand how they supported international
students. Interviews included face-to-face discussions
with facility and school managers. The institutions
visited include University of California at Berkeley,

Challenges that the international students face can be
categorized as:
ǌǌ Cultural Adjustment is necessary. Despite students’
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focus on educational goals, cultural adjustment is
crucial. Cases of discrimination and stereotyping due
to lack of cultural knowledge or misunderstandings
can occur. Clothing, social behavior, diet, religious
beliefs and rituals differ for different countries, and
sometimes even regions and cities.

cultural, and financial growth in higher education
institutions and the country. According to the U.S.
Department of Commerce, international students
contributed $47 billion to the U.S. economy in
2017 7. Despite this high number, there is little to no
research focused on successful residential models for
international students. Most of the research is focused
on general student housing. The aim of the research
and findings presented in this article is to narrow that
gap using I-Houses as a model that offer many lessons
and examples.

ǌǌ Financial Stability is critical for a successful educational
progress. Most international students are exempt from
receiving loans from the host country, which requires
them to manage their budgetary sources to fund
education. In 2015-16, 99.6 percent of international
students relied on financial sources other than the U.S.
government3. Whether relying on personal, family or
governmental support, or educational scholarships,
the assurance of monetary flow depends on many
different factors and is different for every international
student.

1.3 Why I-House
The International House was founded in 1924 on the
grounds of brotherhood and with a mission to embrace
diversity 8. Right around this time and after the First
World War, women’s rights and the reconnection of
nations was a global topic of discussion. The I-House
mission gathered momentum as all these changes were
happening with a progressive mindset supporting the
organization. Figure 1 shows an example of I-House in
New York City.

ǌǌ Social Compatibility includes challenges regarding
language barriers, and finding common ground to
connect to others. The isolation could result in missing
out on the experience of living in a different country,
depression, or negative impressions. More than half
(65 percent) of students who travel to study abroad
stay in the host country for two semesters and up to
two years4. With such short stays, it is challenging to
balance social and academic life. Most students find
out after traveling to another country that knowing
the language is not enough for socializing with a new
group5.

Throughout history, there are instances where I-Houses
in the U.S. used their organizational position to praise
humanity over other aspects, including government
policies. In 1930s when fraternities and sororities at the
University of California at Berkeley refused students of
color admission, I-House Berkeley emphasized their
humanitarian position by publishing a note in the school
magazine inviting students of all race and backgrounds
to apply for residency at their building on campus9.

ǌǌ Academic Status and adjustment to a new education
system with explicit and implicit expectations is
important. For example, the U.S. is one of the few
countries where using imperial system is more common
than metric system. Other examples might include
nuances in language translation.

During World War II, when the U.S. government
requested Japanese students to be moved to camps, the
President of I-House New York City invited Asian students
to a gathering in the Residence Hall’s auditorium. In
that gathering, the President underlined that everyone
was welcome to stay at the International House of
New York City.

These challenges relate to one another and often do
not happen in isolation. Moreover, the experience
of international education does not conclude in the
classroom. One of most effective learning opportunities
is through sharing experiences and apprenticeship. The
residential models that provide adequate space for
residents to interact as a larger community and have
social interpersonal connections have higher rate of
student success and alumni engagement6.

These examples illustrate how I-Houses are separate in
mindset from other schools.
One of the long-standing traditions at I-Houses is Sunday
supper, a networking opportunity in which students, with
support of returning alumni, meet successful individuals
to connect to future employers. They also learn about
success stories and the paths others have taken10.

There have been studies focusing on how international
students attending U.S. institutions impact academic,
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There is increasing attention being given to the role of
communities and social life and its impact on student
academic success11. This is in part evident in the bright
alumni graduated from International Houses. This article
brings attention to the spatial organizational framework
that allows this success to happen.

2.0 Community: The Catalyst of Cultural
Exchange
Engagement with different communities enables
international students’ growth. The shared knowledge,
experience, and emotions that students encounter
through groups of diverse strangers - who they end up
calling friends - help create a sense of community. These
residence halls are not just dorms, but a home away
from home to gather with friends. Key components of
a successful architectural framework include rightsizing
communities, variety and location of gathering spaces,
a flexible multipurpose room, a common kitchen as
a tool for cultural sharing, and intermixed scales of
common spaces.
Rightsizing Communities: The visited I-Houses vary in size
from 450 students in I-House Chicago to 1,100 students
in I-House Berkeley, as seen in Figure 2. International
House worldwide guidelines suggests a minimum of 100
residents for such facility12.

Figure 1: The original entry door of I-House NYC with Engraving of
“that Brotherhood May Prevail”.

I-Houses follow a self-governance model, where
individuals take leadership roles and champion
different activities. There is no official Resident
Assistant (RA) model. However, students that take
leadership roles in some way or another fulfill the role
of an RA14. While I-Houses do not necessarily break
sub-community cohorts in defined numbers, there
are many higher education residential life successful
models where communities are divided. For example,
first-year programs tend to be divided in smaller
communities ranging from 1:20 to 1:40 student to RA
ratio. Average student to RA ratio in the U.S. is 1:37,
according to ACUHO-I15. Overall, the building should
provide critical mass for subgroups to form. The typical
Residential Life model is to consider a residential floor
as a community overseen by an RA. As a reference, the
I-Houses visited had anywhere from 40 to 160 students
per residential floor16. In general, I-Houses are more fluid

Lately, the residential life market has seen developermanaged properties being developed as apartment
style buildings on campus. This trend is desirable for
institutions looking to reduce their level of financial
risk and in some instances to outsource property
management. Many graduate international students
rent apartments in these new models of developments
or on university-owned buildings with apartment style
units, However, apartment style units reduce the chance
of student engagement and serendipitous encounters.
Social and learning spaces are more desired for
international students. The I-House model provides
small bedrooms and robust commons spaces to live in
community. These spaces translate to architectural form
in the shape of amenities and shared spaces. The size
and type of spaces vary to be able to cater to different
types and group activities.
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Figure 2: International Student Houses worldwide based on their number of students vs. financial supports offered13.

in the formation of communities. Communities are selfdefined and usually small enough to create a sense of
“family” belonging.
Variety and Location of Gathering Spaces: I-Houses
are typically multi-story buildings, with a clear and
centralized entrance that leads to a series of common
spaces where the community holds different events.
While there is usually one central common space,
the variety of gathering spaces is what enriches the
experience. It is helpful if the facility is large enough
to host a critical number of students, where despite
their diversity, they can form smaller groups fostering
similar interests. This will give students a chance to
have meaningful conversations and create bonds that
transcend their I-House residency time. While size of
the facility and spaces matter, the kinds of spaces that
support community building and the location of these
spaces is more important, as seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3: A community of students and staff at the I-House New York
City presenting their heritage clothing at a Gala night event in 1990.

hosting a variety of community gatherings, including
social meetings, performance galas, host speakers, etc.
The technical requirements included considerations for
acoustics, floor materials conducive to variety of events,

Flexible Multi-Purpose Spaces for Events and Study:
In the visited facilities, the multi-purpose rooms have
flexible furniture, which played an important role in
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presentation stage, among others. These spaces are also
zoned for smaller groups of people to gather, allowing
the opportunity for students to feel ownership of public
amenities. Other secondary spaces, such as game rooms,
libraries, and study lounges are medium sized spaces
to host more informal activities. Residents typically
value lounges as space for reflection, relaxation, and
community socializing, as shown in Figure 4.
Common Kitchen as a Tool for Cultural Sharing: Food
is a universal language. The shared experience of
preparation and dining creates a unique bond among
cultures, while providing a learning opportunity.
Every culture has a unique way of preparing food
and it becomes a significant way to create close-knit
relationships. Breaking bread, sharing salt, a bite,
or a plate are all expressions from different cultures.
Because of this, the kitchen is a space that needs careful
consideration. In I-Houses, the multi-purpose room often
acts as dining hall for larger events or daily meals. Some
I-Houses, like I-House Berkeley, took this idea of sharing
a step further by engaging the residents in daily chores
for serving food and cleaning the dining hall14. Smaller
community kitchens throughout the facility, are used
by smaller groups of students who come together for
prepping and sharing a meal, as seen in Figure 5.

Figure 4: The Multipurpose Room at the I-House Berkeley, CA.,
has served through time as a versatile setting for cultural and
social events.

Intermixed Scales of Spaces—Space for One, Two or
Many: It is important to provide a diversity of common
space scales throughout the facility. While a large
common and centralized space serves as a destination
in I-Houses, spaces for smaller encounters or solitary
moments while participating in the larger energy of the
community also play an important role in community
building. Whether it is a study room, a tiny alcove, or a
semi-private nook outfitted with seating, these spaces
allow for personal moments within a public environment.
Intermixing and distributing the spaces for one, two,
or many, allows for a range of encounters, as seen
in Figure 6.

Figure 5: Kitchenettes, accessible on each residential floor could be
used for hosting more individual’s activities, vs. dining hall on second
level at the I-House Berkeley, CA.

Diverse spaces provide the granularity needed to
support meaningful engagements that enhance
connectivity and mitigate depression. Reflecting on
memories and nostalgia is common among international
students. Depression could be experienced17—a problem
for higher education in general and perhaps not isolated
to international students. Diverse gathering spaces
to support the residential community are critical for

Figure 6: Comparison of diverse spaces in I-Houses of New York City
and Berkeley.
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interaction within the building, and could also be a good
strategy for community engagement. Having considered
food as an important common ground, pubs and cafés
are great destinations for neighborhood interaction.
These amenities need public access and could provide a
common space for I-House and community integration.
I-House Berkeley has a cafeteria open to the public
located at the entrance where one may see students
chatting, neighbors having a cup of coffee, individuals
working on their research papers, etc. Strategies for
international student integration into the neighborhood
is a common theme among I-Houses. This could be
done through special activities and through publicly
programmed spaces.

welcome regardless of race, ethnicity, financial stability,
etc.” 12 While this could sound ordinary today, in the
1920s it was a controversial stance when the majority
of fraternities and sororities were rejecting students of
color from their facilities.
Signage and Wayfinding: Providing navigation in
different languages could be useful and demonstrate
inclusivity to residents. In I-Houses, the layout on lower
levels, especially more public areas, is quite open and
easy to navigate. If there needs to be secured access
to an area such as the residential floors or support
spaces, it should be clearly stated and the access
secured. Subtleties in the signage of I-House New York
City include a plaque with the names of past students,
which creates a sense of alumni continuity and pride.
This gesture ultimately encourages future financial
contributions from alumni and the desire to give
back to the institution, as shown in Figure 8. This also
personalizes the experience and illustrates a network of
cultures converging into a community. For new students
it is important to understand the legacy and meaning
of being an I-House alumnus. Most students enter
with high academic credentials and see the I-House
experience as an investment in their future that gives
them a sense of pride.

2.1 Cultural Competency
To Design Universally in a non-Universal World: The
elements in an international house are prioritized to
focus on items that are universal in different cultures
and countries rather than singling out a specific group,
as shown in Figure 7. Conversely, unique amenities like
kosher kitchens and prayer rooms could provide the
spaces that students may need to feel at home.
The demographic range of students keep the overall
makeup of the community balanced. For a facility to
be affiliated with I-House Worldwide, a key distribution
is required—approximate distribution of 35 percent
international students and approximate distribution
of 20 percent local students12. This supports another
fundamental rule of this organization: “all students are

Cultural Heritage Display: Successful designs
incorporate spaces for students to demonstrate and
display their cultures, rituals, and showcase artifacts
of their countries. An example of this can be found in
I- House Chicago’s Hall of Flags, where international
flags adorn the main public space (Figure 6). While not

Figure 7: Hall of Flags at I-House Chicago and The Map Room at
the I-House NYC are examples of recognition and celebration of
commonalities between cultures and countries.

Figure 8: Porcelain tiles at the front of some of units at the I-House NY,
presenting the name of donors.
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a Residence Hall, another good example is found in the
Lory Student Center at Colorado State University where
heritage artifacts and students’ artwork are showcased
in a public gallery lounge, shown in Figure 918.

international students were not welcome and faced
bullying or acts of violence. Due to this hostile situation,
the institution compensated students by providing
facilities, accommodations and services to make them
feel supported. Ultimately, the experience for these
students is tainted by the social encounters outside
of the campus.

2.2 Student Rooms
Depression is commonly reported among international
students17. To prevent student’s isolation in private rooms,
one spatial design challenge is to offer co-housing, while
providing enough privacy for personal comfort. Recent
successful examples include a diversity of unit types,
including semi-suites, suites, or pods or clusters.
Students at I-House spend most of their time outside
of their bedrooms, which provide the required bare
minimum space: bed, desk, and storage. Flexibility
in bedroom sizes or unit types also allow for family
accommodations as it is common for international
students to come with their families. Some students can
demand certain attributes for their desired space. For
example, a bunk bed is not typically desired. This shift
could be a challenge for facility managers looking to
provide the appropriate level of comfort for students
within an existing inventory of space. I-House New York
City’s Facility Manager stated that it can sometimes
be architecturally impossible to renovate a facility
from room sharing to individual spaces all at once. So,
diversity in room types could provide more flexibility for
this transition19.

Figure 9: Art and culture displays at Lory Student Center at Colorado
State University.

Representation of different architectural styles, coupled
with the use of materials and textures from different
countries invite a sense of unity. The architectural style
of I-Houses visited is not institutional, rather a palette
of warm and embellished interiors with a natural stone
or stucco exterior facade, seen in Figure 10. Translating
this sense of “internationality” to a modern I-House will
bring continuity.
Programmatically, events and opportunities for students
to gather should be considered. This would encourage
the exploration of cultures and the ability to demonstrate
the uniqueness of international student communities
while also offering networking opportunities for
individuals to build life-long connections.

There are creative design ideas tested by modern
examples of student housing. At Orchard Commons, a
student housing development for Pan Asian students
at the University of British Columbia, Perkins and
Will designed semi-suite style bedrooms where two
single bedrooms are connected through a bathroom.
This is a cost-effective solution to reduce plumbing
fixtures, while providing privacy for students. Each
institution is different. For example, offering a suitestyle accommodation—a unit type with living room
and a kitchenette without stove – comfort could still
be achieved, yet it requires students to socialize, and
cook or eat together outside of the unit, as shown in
Figure 1018.

Engaging the Immediate Neighborhood: Beyond the
campus community, the local neighborhood could
play an important role in providing a safe environment
for cultural exchanges. For example, I-House Berkeley
manages a “Host Family Program”, where students are
hosted by a local family for dinner. This creates a sense
of integration and a learning opportunity for both
sides. Such programs require an amenable community.
For example, the concern of a student housing facility
manager at the Morrisville State University was that
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Figure 10: Layout and image of a typical semi shared room designed
by Perkins and Will.

Roommate pairings could be a positive way meet new
people and provide an instant comrade at the time of
arrival in a new city. Roommates can learn from one
another and from each other’s lifestyle.

Figure 11: Use of material that is not necessarily institutional at the
I-House Berkeley.

I-House Berkeley pairs each international student with
an American student in double rooms where they can
bond over commonalities and learn about differences.

away from family and friends, are enough of a deterrent
for some students. International students often travel
an intimidating path to pursue their passion. Academic,
social, personal, and financial challenges are common17.
Because of this, beyond attractive and rigorous
academic programs, it is important to support the
student’s journey and make it as joyful and memorable
as possible.

A Sense of ‘Home’: The spatial qualities of a home are
created by characteristics of physical space. From the
intimate space of the bedroom to the shared washrooms
in a residential floor, to spaces for individual activities,
the quality of all these spaces shape experiences for
students. Home is also considered a place of respite,
relaxation and contemplation, where stress from the day
can be unloaded, where one feels welcomed, and where
there are no unexpected surprises. These key attributes
of what it means to be at home should be considered in
the design for housing international students.

Gradual change and immersion into a new culture can
help in preventing unexpected surprises. The Office of
Global Development (OGD) at Northeastern University
works on successfully integrating the high population
of their international students. Northeastern University
is ranked the 3rd in the U.S. for rate of population
of international students 4. Their program pairs new
international students with upper level students from
similar cultures. This helps new international students
navigate and eases some of the cumbersome tasks like
opening a bank account or purchasing a mobile phone.
Removing the language barrier at the time of arrival is
a stress relief.

Architectural Impact on International Students’
Experience: Since architecture forms the spaces we
inhabit, it influences our experiences and our feelings
of comfort and safety. These aspects are measurable,
and architecture can provide the framework to support
communities. While architecture may not solve all
problems, it can provide a pleasant student experience
through clear wayfinding, smart adjacencies, and
strategic location of common spaces. Transparency,
clarity in spatial design and programmatic intentionality
all contribute to ease the state of mind for students.

Many alumni at the I-House return to contribute back
to the facility that once was everything for them. The
financial and networking support that I-Houses provides
for the residents ensures the success of graduating
students and builds a pipeline of new generations
interested in similar experiences.

Providing a Memorable Experience as Recruitment
Strategy: Besides the time and money spent on pursuing
a career overseas, dealing with the unknown and being
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3.0 Conclusion

2.3 International Students Engagement
through Design Process

International students represent a vibrant and diverse
community on campus. They need an equally diverse
combination of spaces to sustain healthy communities,
which lead to an enriching experience and translates
into academic success.

Students’ input had a significant role in the design
process of the first I-Houses. Both international and local
students were invited to share their routine schedules
and special rituals with the architects and staff who
were working on the design of buildings at the time. This
helped the designers be mindful of providing spaces
tailored to them10.

I-Houses were conceived with a mindset ahead of
their time. The buildings visited for this research were
designed in the 1920s, yet they contain programmatic
elements and sensitivity to critical adjacencies that
could inform modern residence halls. This cultural
empathy is particularly important today because there
is an increase in international students in almost every
academic institution. Providing spaces that are culturally
inclusive, architectural placemaking for socializing and
communal activities can result in residents’ academic
success and alumni engagement. This could impact the
school attraction and retention.

Numerous practicing architects and facility managers
were interviewed for this research. Through these
interviews, a new research questioned emerged. "How
do designers ensure that residence halls designed
today will successfully host future generations while
complementing the programs planned to engage
residents?" Critical to any design is to hear the student’s
voice. The importance of student engagement during
design is heighten even more when trying to find
common ground among diversity of backgrounds. This
is the case for any student life building on a campus. For
example, at the Lory Student Center in Colorado State
University, the Perkins and Will team collocated the
diversity programs, which had been silo throughout the
existing facilities. This processed required many student
and staff engagement sessions to build consensus. The
solution was a community street with a balcony that
allowed all groups to be within proximity of each other
with great visibility. This internal street became a central
convening area for group performances and shared
activities, as seen in Figure 12.

Documenting this research is timely because this has
been a low-profile topic, yet there is some momentum
now to purposefully design facilities for international
students. As part of the investigation, there was
engagement with a wide range of individuals, including
students, and I-House and residential life leaders. These
interactions, whether at conferences or expertise groups,
ultimately led to information not readily available or well
documented. In sharing the outcomes of the research,
the hope is to further studies focused on international
student hospitality, raise awareness regarding
vulnerabilities particular to this student demographic
and open a platform to question how/if current student
housing designs are adequate for students today and
generations to come20.
Next steps include extending these findings beyond
research boundaries and creating a guide for space
design focused on international students. This guide will
include outcomes from this research as follows:
ǌǌ Raising awareness of international student challenges:
how to support foreign students as they transition into
a new context.
ǌǌ Programming purposefully: program spatial typologies
to support the community and the residential life
programming of activities necessary for engagement
and experience enhancement.

Figure 12: Shared corridor at the Lory Student Center conveniently
connecting diversity programs on campus.
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